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Dream comes true with house on four wheels

Did you hear about motorhomes? It's a wonderful option for those who loves trips in the wild. They

are bulky cars where you can travel and live in. There are always a bed, kitchen and bathroom inside. You

can go everywhere you want like in regular car and live like in a small flat. I decided to try it, so I rented a

camper van and I went on three-day trip. 

My new house on four wheels looks wonderful and spacious. It has a shape of a pepper. My camper

van is huge, painted in glossy red colour. Its wheels look like cucumber slices. At the back of the car there's a

big, bottle-green pepper peduncle. My pepper shaped car has many small windows,  some of them have

colourful stained glass. My favourites ones. The motorhome is  double-decker. On the first floor there are

driver's seat, little kitchen and bathroom. On the second floor you can see few beds and cozy living room.

The furniture in all rooms is made of ebony wood. The rest of the items is in various different pepper colours

- vivid orange, yellow and green - among others cushions, stools and floor lamps. In the living room there

are a lot of colourful books in a little library. The floor of entire vehicle is made of ivory tiles. Bathroom is

tiny, contains only a shower, sink, toilet and place to stand. I'm in love with this type of interior design.

To fully test my camper van, obviously I had to go on a trip. For this weekend I decided to go to two

completely different places. On the first day I went to  a lake. After three hours on the road, I got to this

charming place. I parked on a special place for caravans, between water and pine forest. I went outside the

car and sat  on a log and started drawing beautiful  landscape that I was admiring. All afternoon I  spent



actively 25 meters from my four wheel home. Near the lake I made a meal in my little kitchen but I still

enjoyed this beautiful view through the window. I ate typical home food such as dumplings with berries and

a sandwich with cottage cheese and peppers. I had thought that cooking in that small room is harder, but the

dishes I made were yummy. I chose a bed on a second floor and I fell asleep. Surprisingly I  slept well in

relatively huge, as for this type of house, bed. Next day, I woke up early and went out fishing without even

moving my car. I caught two crucians and three salmons. I packed everything into my vehicle and drove to

my next destination - to the seaside. It was sunny that day, so I took more difficult route. Even though the

road was  narrow and  curvy I hadn’t have issues with driving my automobile. When I arrived I took my

deckchair out of the motorhome and went to  sunbathe. As a dinner I prepared fried fishes and I made an

avocado smoothie before sunset. I went to sleep and woke up in a good mood. The only sad thing was that I

need to come back home... to the stationary one. I will never forget this amazing trip.

After three days I spent on this travel in my pepper motorhome, I can say that it was an awesome

experience. It's great that you can go on a trip and take your home with you. With caravan you don't need to

care about booking a hotel's room – you travel by it. The only thing that's important to you is to check where

are  camper parking places.  But  it's  still  a  comfortable  option for those who loves nature.  If  you prefer

spending time in the wild by swimming, sunbathing or cycling over going on a walk and sightseeing, then

travelling by camper van is perfect option for you. On the other hand, it also has a disadvantage – this type of

cars can't go fast. That's why the trip can be long for you and your motorhome causes a traffic jam which

may frustrate other drivers. In my humble opinion this is the best car type for vacations ever.

To conclude, I spent amazing time  travelling by caravan. I didn't expect to be so comfortable. The

most important pros of this kind of journeys is  contact with nature,  being close to your home  and  your

favourite things. I think I'll rent this camper van very soon, I really liked its shape and this way of travelling.

Everyone should try it, haven't you tried yet?
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